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By Ulf Kintzeli

Let's assume you have a parcel of land. You would like to get
started but you don't know how. Here is an outline.

Pasture. If your parcel of land is a hayfield or has existing
vegetation but there are lots of weeds, work with it. Don't plow
it up unless you have some extra money to spend. The
"native" grasses you have there came for free and you will get
them anyhow, even if you plow your field up and re-seed it.
Frost seeding, especially frost seeding legumes, is a very
inexpensive and very effective way of improving your existing
stand of hay.

If your parcel of land was used to grow crops and you have to
re-seed the land you will be faced with the question of what
pasture mix to use. Many pasture mixes will have components
that are either short lived or not optimal for
grazing and are not much of a benefit to you.
You can easily create your own pasture mix. I
suggest a late heading orchard grass as the
grass component and a long-lived legume like
White Clover and your mix is actually ready.

Fencing. This will be one of the biggest, if not
the single biggest expense. I suggest high-
tensile woven wire as perimeter fence. It is
the best physical barrier there is to keep
sheep in and coyotes as well as stray dogs
out. High tensile wire (unwoven) is a less
expensive option. While this is less of a physi-
cal barrier and more of a mental barrier it is
still quite effective. However, it doesn't keep
predators out the way woven wire does.

Rotational grazing is a must if you want to
graze your sheep in an economical way. That
means you need interior fencing as well. For
an interior fence you can choose between a
portable electric fence and a permanent
fence. A portable electric fence can be either
posts and single strands of conductive twine
or it can be electric netting. A portable fence
will be less expensive and it will allow you to
change the size and location of your grazing cells depending
on the season.

If you are open to the idea, you can check with your local
FSA or NRCS office if there are funds or grants available for a
cost share program.

Barn/shelter. You will need a barn or shed for the sheep when
the weather is severe and you will need a barn for lambing
season. Keep in mind that the purpose of a barn for sheep is
to protect it from the elements. It is not meant to provide
warmth to the sheep. Thus, an old pole barn may suit the pur-
pose just as long as the roof isn't leaking and the side walls
are somewhat intact.

Water. Many bigger farms put out underground water lines to
provide water for their sheep. That is a rather expensive way
of getting water to a few sheep. In addition, it doesn't allow for
many changes once the water lines are laid. Instead, I sug-
gest converting a little trailer into a water-hauling trailer. Farm
stores sell tanks of various sizes for that purpose. Choose low
troughs for sheep; troughs designed for horses or cattle will
not allow lambs to reach the water.

Hay. Hay is used for the winter when the grass doesn't grow
anymore. For a small flock of sheep buying hay is far more

economical than making it. A decent first cutting hay is nutri-
tious enough to maintain a flock of sheep. I prefer to buy my
hay from a local producer. Hay auctions at your local livestock
or produce auction may be an alternative. So is buying hay
through a known hay exchange website. Round bales are less
expensive than small square bales. However, if you use round
bales you need the means to move them while small square
bales can be handled by hand.

The amount of hay fed in the winter can be reduced by graz-
ing stockpiled pasture. Stockpiling can start as early as
August when the grass has stopped producing seed stems
and remains vegetative for the rest of the growing season.

Miscellaneous. There are many items that you will need. So,
miscellaneous items may add up to  a rather large expense.
Here is a list of them: Mandatory Scrapie ear tags and appli-

cator (call the USDA veterinary office for "free" tags), hoof
cutter, pocket knife, panels for pens and jugs (rough-cut one-
by-three Hemlock boards are an ideal and cheap material for
making them), buckets, hay feeders (can be easily self-made
from livestock panels), a crook to catch sheep, a drench gun
for de-worming, a syringe and needles for emergency treat-
ment and for vaccination against Over-eating disease, miner-
als and a container to feed minerals, and various items for
lambing. This list may not be complete but it gives you an out-
line.

Sheep. After you have your setup in place and the logistics
worked out you want to buy your sheep. Nowadays hair sheep
like Dorper sheep and Katahdins are very popular since they
don't need shearing and are considered thrifty, easy-care
sheep. If you choose a different breed I would advise looking
for what is locally available rather than getting hooked on a
breed first. Local sheep, sheep that are within a reasonable
driving distance, are more likely to be adapted to your climate
and environment. If economics are  important to you, look at
how productive the sheep are. You might want to stay away
from exotic and rare sheep breeds, as they are exotic or rare
for a reason.

Show sheep are likely to have a higher maintenance require-
ment than commercial sheep of the same breed. It is a good
sign if the seller can provide economic records of his or her
sheep such as lambs per ewe raised. Economic figures trump
registration papers in my opinion. Registration with a breed
organization doesn't produce you any more lambs but may
possibly help you later selling breeding stock.

sI saved the biggest question for last. How
many sheep per acre should you raise? This
is the question I am asked the most often and
that is the most difficult to answer. Stocking
rate depends on many factors such as how
improved the pasture is, climate, soil type,
rotation schedule, and so forth. I would sug-
gest to start safely and stock fairly low, say no
more than two ewes per acre. You can
increase the number of sheep over time
should your farm have the ability to carry
more sheep. I also suggest to never maximize
your carrying capacity or to base your carry-
ing capacity on the time when the grass
grows best in the spring. If you do that, you
will run out of grass sooner than you wish. If
you have excess grass instead, you can
always graze it in the winter and save some
of the money you would have spent on hay.

Ulf Kintzel owns and manages White Clover
Sheep Farm (www.whitecloversheepfarm.com
) in Rushville, NY where he breeds grass-fed
White Dorper sheep. He can be reached at
585-554-3313 or by e-mail at ulf@white-
cloversheepfarm.com .

Copyright 2010 Ulf Kintzel. For permission to use either text
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How to Get Started with Sheep
NON-DAIRY LIVESTOCK

This converted trailer is my only means to get the water to my
flock.  It cost $800 total and has already served me for more
than 12 years  

This ancient shed measures 900 square feet and would be suitable to raise up to 60 ewes with lambs 
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LANSING, NY

607-533-4850 Nights 607-279-6232 Days

USED COMBINE PARTS

These electric nettings are used as perimeter fence along a
hedge row  

Got Water?
Handcrafted Microhydroelectric Generators

custom-built in my hydropowered machine shop.
Perfect for off-grid homes and cabins.

Unlike solar or wind, Hydro makes power 24/7!

Bronze Pelton wheel, 1, 2, 3, or 4 nozzle.
Lowest prices in the industry.

Send $5 for Info Packet/Stream analysis.
(Refundable w/order)

Zortman’s 1152 Millstone Road, Woodland, Pa.  16881
(814) 857-5285


